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Internationally renowned for his streamlined and practical approach to card and
close-up magic, we are proud to welcome John Carey for an At The Table
lecture like no other! Having published 3 critically acclaimed books, Crafted with
Carey, Minimalistica, and his most recent work, The Carey Files, John's work is
in the repertoires of working magicians around the world. In addition, he has
released a myriad of DVDs which are sold in magic shops everywhere. If you
want powerful and memorable close-up magic that won't bust your knuckles but
will leave a lasting impression, join us as John Carey delivers all the goods here 
At The Table! Here's what you'll learn:

Triple Inpurseination: A beautiful opening effect. Triple Spellbound meets Coins
To Purse!

Whispering Ambitions: A powerful combination of the classic Whispering Cards
premise and the Ambitious Card. Simple, strong, and practical.

YAFAP!: An interactive 4 Ace production built around the premise of the past,
present and future.

Your Cards Are My Cards: Carey's favorite approach to the classic Last Trick of
Dr. Daley.

Kaleidoscope: An almost self-working color-changing cards effect with
immediate reset. Perfect for walk around!

Think as I Think: The classic Do As I Do effect but with thought-of cards? Yes,
that's right!

Ambitious O'Henry: A beautiful small packet rendition of the Ambitious Card
with a knockout off balance transposition.

Little Vernon: Carey's minimalistic approach to Dai Vernon's Out of Sight Out of
Mind. A killer thought-of card discovery!

Slow Motion Oil and Water: A visually stunning rendition of this classic plot
culminating in a slow-motion finale. You will love this!
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Think n Sync: Want a reputation maker? Look no further. Another diabolical
thought-of card effect where the magician and the spectator's thoughts combine.
Did we tell you it is self-working?

A Mystery in Time: We finish with one of the strongest versions of the Mystery
Card plot you will see! Quite simply a beautiful routine.
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